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Let C be an abelian category with exact direct limits, namely cocomplete
C3-category ([5], p. 83).

In this note we always assume that C contains a generator C7, and hence C is
locally small by [5], p. 71. In [2], Gabriel and Popesco have given a characteri-
zation of U being projective and small by using the concept of localization in [1].
We shall give another proof without localization in the section 1.

In the section 2, we shall define a function φ of C into itself, which is analo-
gous to the radical of semi-primary ring.

We shall show that C has such a function when the endomorphism ring [U, U]
is a semi-primary ring, and we shall give some criteria by means of φ that U is
small and projective.

In the section 3, we shall add some remarks in the previous author's work on
category of tri-angular matrices, [4].

In this note we shall freely make use of concepts in categories from [5].
The author would like to express his thanks to professor O.E. Villamayor for

inviting him to Universidad de Buenos Aires.

1. Preliminary results

In this section we shall summarize all results which we need in the following
sections.

Almost all results in this section have been proved in [2] and [6] by using the
concepts of localization in [1]. However, we shall give here another approach
to them by means of rather homological method.

Let C be an abelian cocomplete C3-category ([5], p. 81) and U an object of
C. Let A=[UyU]. By mod A we mean the category of ^4-right modules. Let
ΓiC^mod A; T(V)=[U,V] for any V<=C be the functor of C into mod A. In
this case we can define a coadjoint S of T such that S(M)=M® U by [5], p. 143,

namely η: [M, T(V)]<=&[S(M), V}c. Furthermore, we have natural transfor-
mation ψy: ST(V)-*V and φM: M-*TS(M\ (see[5], pp 118-119).

Theorem 0 (Gabriel and Popesco [2]). Let C, U and A be as above. Then
the following statements are equivalent:
1) U is a generator,
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2) T is a completely faithful (namely, full and faithful).

3) -ψy is isomorphίc for all V^C and S is an exact functor .

Proof. l)<-»2). See [2] or [5] in which we do not need the concept of

localization.

3)-»2). [ST(V)9 V']**[T(V), T(V')] and [ST(V), V']~[V, V] for V, V'tΞC.

2)-3). [ST(V),V'}**[T(V),T(V')]™[V,V']. Hence, [ST(V), ] and [F, ]
>7 05

give the equivalent functors. Therefore, ψv=η~1a~1Iv is isomorphic.
Thus, it remains to show that S is exact. First, we show that if Me mod A is
contained in a free module jF, then 0-» S(M)^> S(F) is exact. In order that, we

assume first that M is finitely generated, say M=(mίy m9 , , /ww) and hence we
may assume that F is also finitely generated. Then we have a commutative
diagram

0 < - M<J—il θ Avβ. < - KA= Σ θ Awk

F= Σ θ ^Mα>.= Σ θ Auai ,
i=l i=l

where uai, vβ. and ZUΛ are free bases and i is the inclusion map, / is a natural

mapping such that/(^ι.)=/κ, , a=if, and A"= ker/.
Operating S on the above 1) we obtain commutative exact diagram:

0
4

2) 0<

where F=im (KU > Σ t/) and .fi:'=ker 5(α).
1

It is clear that there exists the inclusion map il of V into K'. Operating again

T on 2) we have

3) .
<_±

Ί\/3)
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where the vertical line is exact and T(i^ T(i2) are inclusions. Since K is also
ker α, there exists a unique isomorphism θ such that

θ
T(Kf) - >K

I'3 A
Σ θ Aβ.

is commutative. Let a<=T(K') and put k=θa. Then T(i2)T(β)φKAwk=i3a
=iβa=iήk=izT(iλ)T(β)φKAwk by the naturality of φ. Put έ= T(β)φwk^ T(V),
iza=isT(i^)b. Since i3 is injective, a=T(ί^)b. Hence, T(ί^) is isomorphic. Since
T is faithful, i± is isomorphic by [5], p. 56. Therefore, 0-*S(M)-^S(F) is exact
from 2). Next, let M be any submodule of free ^4-module F: O^M-^F. Then
M is a direct limit of the family of finitely generated ^4-submodules MΛ.
M— limMΛf.. Since S is colimit and exact preserving by [5], p. 85 and p. 55,

0-^S(M)=limS(M(Λi)-^S(F) is exact from the first argument. Hence,

Tor^M, [7)̂ 0 for all MGΞ mod A, ([5], p. 112, § 8), which implies that S is exact.
From now on we fix a generator t/in C and A=[U, U]. Then for any sub-

object Uf in U it is clear that [C7, U'] is identified to a right ideal in A, and we
shall denote it by rυf or r. By KU we mean the image of /: XI Uk-+ U defined

k^K

by f(Uk)=kU for any subset K in A. We note from the definitions that

ru'U=ST(U'). Then we have from [S], p. 71.

Lemma 1. For any subobject U' in U we have U'=rσ'U.

Lemma 2. Let U be a generator in C and rly r2 right ideals in A. Then we
have

1) (
2) (

Proof. 1) is trivial from the definition.
2) We have the following row exact and commutative diagrams :

t f t
4) 0 - riUnr2y->r1U->rlUl

t f « f

0 - (r, A r2)t/ - r,U - r.tf/fo A r,)t/, and

0 - r2 - r^r, - (r^rO/r, - 0
5 ) ί ί ί~

0 -* r l r 2 -̂  rt -> r ! r , r 2 -> 0

Since 5 is an exact functor, we obtain (r1f\r2)U=rlU r\r2U from 4) by operat-
ing 5 on 5).
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The following proposition is an immediate consequence of [6], Prop. 1.1
and [5], p. 104. However, we shall prove it without localization.

Proposition 3. Let £7, U and A be as above and U a generator. Then the
following statements are equivalent.
1) S( )— <ξξ>U is an equivalent functor.

2) T( )—[[/, ] and S( ) give a one-to-one correspondence between right ideals and

subobjects in U.
3) For any maximal right ideal r in A S(A/r)Φθ.
4) U is projectίve and small in C.

Proof. l)->2)^3) are trivial.
4)-^l) is proved in [5], p. 104.
3)-»4) It is clear from 3) that for any non-zero ^4-module M, S(M)=M®U

Φθ, since S is exact by Theorem 0. Let V1 -> V2—*Ό be exact in C and T(V^)

K-+Q be exact in mod A. Since S is exact, ST(V,)= V, ^> ST(V2)= V2

Q is exact. Hence, S(K)=Q, which means J^=0 from the above.

Therefore, T is exact and hence, U is projective. Finally we shall show that U
is small. Let/: t/-> 2 V{ be a morphism in C, where V's are any objects in C.

t e/

Put Uj=f~1(^ Vk)> where / is a finite set of /. Since C is C3-category,
*ej

£7= U Uj by [5] p. 83. Then A= U r7 by Lemma 2 and 3), where rj=[U9 Uj].

Put 1= Σ/ί./ίer,.. Then U= U ί/,., which implies im/cΣ Σ Vt.ί=ι ί=ι »=ι /e/ f.

An object F in C is called minimal if there exist no proper subobjects in V.
If V is a directsum of minimal sub-objects, then V is called semi-simple. We

note that some properties of semi-simple modules are valid in C.

Lemma 4. For any artinίan and noetherίan object V, \V, V] is a semi-
primary ring.

It is well known in mod A, and its proof is valid in C.

2. Semi-primary category C

Let C be an abelian category mentioned in the section 1. We shall consider
a function φ of object in C into itself which is similar to the radical of a ring.

I. φ(C] is a subobject in C for any C in C such that C/φ(C) is semi-
simple.

II. C=φ(C) if and only if C=0.

III. If C/C" is semi-simple for some subobject C' in C, then C'l)φ(C).
Let 93, φ1 be functions in C satisfying I and II. We note in this case that

every non-zero object contains a maximal subobject. If φ^C^φ^C) for all
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, then we shall say φ2 is smaller than φλ. Furthermore, if φ2 satisfies III
and C is locally small, then φz is a unique minimal function among those
satisfying I and II, since φ2(C)= Π D, where D runs all maximal subobjects in C.
In this case φz is a functor which satisfies the following commutative diagram

C -̂ ->C"
6) 4 tfλ*

(r\φ^ <r'\φ(C) - > φ(C ) ,

where f^C and ί, i' are inclusions and φ(f) is defined as follows: Let V be a
maximal subobject in C' then f~\V)=C or C\f-\V^C'\V ([5], pp. 22-24),
and hence f(φ(C))d Vy which implies im(f\φ(C))c:φ(Cf). Conversely, if φ
satisfying I, II induces a functor in C satisfying 6), then φ satisfies III. In fact,
let FΦO in C, then V contains a maximal subobject V0. The commutative
diagram

v — , v/v0

I I
φ(V) - >φ(V/V0) = 0

shows φ(V)^VQ.
We put φ\U)=φ(U\ φi(U)=φ(φi-\U)).

Lemma 5. Let U be a generator of C. If φ* is defined in U such that
φn(U)=Ofor some n and satisfies I, II (resp. I, II and ///), then φ induces a func-
tion φ in C such that φ satisfies I, II (reps. I, II and III).

Proof. First, we define φ(φi(U))^φί^\U) for all i. Let V be any object
in C which is different from any φ'(U), and g: Σ ®Uf-*V the canonical

[σ,F]3/
morphism defined by f:Uf->V. We assume that im(g|Σ ξ&φ^Uty^V and

im (g Σ ®φi+1(U))± V. Then define φ(V)=im (g\ Σ Θ<P''+W)) lt is clear

that V/φ(V) is semi-simple and that V/φ(V)^0 if FΦO. Next, we assume φ
satisfies III for U. Let F0 be a maximal subobject in F, thenf~1(V0)l3φ(U).
Therefore,

DEFINITION. Let V be an object in C. If [F, V} is a semi-primary ring,
V is called a semi-primary object.

From Lemma 4, every artinian and noetherian object is semi-primary.

Proposition 6. Let U be a protective, small generator in an abelian C3-
category. Then U is semi-primary if and only if a function φ in U satisfying I, II
and III is defined and U/φ(U) is a directsum of finite many of simple objects and
φn(U)=Q for some n.
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Proof. It is clear from Theorem 0 and Proposition 3. We note here that

φ'(ϋ)=S(n'U)9 where n is the radical of [C7, U].

The main purpose of this section is to study some structure of C3-category

with semi-primary generator.

Theorem 7. Let C be an abelίan C ̂ -category with semi-primary generator

U. Then we can define a function φ in C which satisfies I and II and U/φ( U) is

a finite directsum of simple subobjects and φn(U)=0 for some. n.

Proof. Let A=[U, U] and n the radical of A. Put U{= π'C7 for all i.

It is clear that C/,o Ui+1. Put rt =[C7, C7J. Then r^zm*. Put rί+1=πf' Atf+1.

Then τί+lU=Uir\ Uί+1=Uί+1 by Lemma 2. Since n'/nί+1 is semi-simple, so is

n '/rί+1, say π ί/x ί+1= Σ ®ΪΛ/; n '=)xΛί=)tί+1, and ϊΛί is simple. Put UΛi=τΛiU.

If Uai=Ui+1, rΛ|.cn*Άr, +1, which is a contradiction. Hence, t/,o t/rtf.Ξg t/f +1.

We shall show that UaJUi+1 is simple. Let F be a subobject such that f/Λ|.lD F

SZ/. +i Then τκ:DrΛ,, in fact if rκφϊβ,, τKAτΛ,=x ί+1, and hence, t/ί+1

= (τvr\* iW=vr\UΛi = V. Therefore, V=τvU^τΛiU=UΛi. Since n'

= U XΛ,, J7f = U C/rtί. On the other hand, τΛ. A U tΛy=rί+1. Hence, t/Λ.n U t7Λy

= Uί+1. Since C is C3-category, Uf/Ui+1^ ^ ®UaiIUi+1 is semi-simple. We

define φi(U)=^Ui. Then U/φ(U) is a finite directsum of simple subobjects

from the above, and φn(U)=0 if nn=0. Then we can define a function φ inC

from Lemma 5.

Let FO be a subobject in F such that V0+V'=V implies V=V for any

subobject V in F. F0 is called negligible. By [C/:C7J we mean the number of

simple components in

Theorem 8. Let C be an abelian C3-category with semi-primary generator

U, Then the following conditions are equivalent.
1) U is projectίve and small.

2) [A:n] = [U: φ(U)]> where φ(U)=nU, A=[U, U] and n is the radical of A.
3) φ(U) is negligible in U.

4) φ satisfies the condition III.

5) T: C-^mod A is preserving minimal objects.

Proof. If U is projective and small, then C is equivalent to mod A by

Proposition 3. Hence, 2) 3) 4) and 5) are trivial. We assume 2). We put

α=[C7, ttt/]. If we restrict the argument in the proof of Theorem 7 to the case

of /=!, we get [A: α] = [C7: nU], =n.' Hence, α=n. For every maximal right
n-l n-l

ideal r, r/π= Σ θ^/π, which implies ί7φ U τΛ.U=τU. Hence, we obtain
ί=l ι=l

1) from Proposition 3.
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3) Let α be as above. We assume αφn. Then there exists a right ideal b
properly containing π such that α/n0b/π=τ4/π. Let e be an idempotent
element in A such that b/n=(^4+n)/tt. Since blDΠ, bUlDnU=aU. Hence,
E7=(a+b)tf=bZ7. Put UQ=eU. ΎhenU0+nU=(eA+n)U=bU=U. There-
fore, t/0= U by 3). Hence, e=IU9 which is a contradiction.

4) If nφα, we obtain the fact U=U0+nU and t/0φ[7. Since U/U0 contains
a maximal object from Theorem 7, there exists a maximal subobject Fz) C70.

Therefore, VφnU.

5) If rtΦα, then there exists a maximal subobject V in U such that C7=F+rtϊ7.
Since 0->[C7, F]->[C7, t/]-*[t7, f//F] is exact and [C7, Γ7/F] is minimal,
χv=[U, V] is a maximal right ideal, and hence r^zm, which is a contradiction.

It is clear that there are many examples in which semi-primary generators
are not protective.

Corollary 1. Let U be a semi-primary generator in C. If A/n is a simple
rings, U is projectίve and small, where A=[U, U] and rt is its radical.

Proof. Let a=[U, nU]. Since C/Φnt/, and α is a two-sided ideal, α=n.

Corollary 2. Let B be a semi-primary ring and U be a semi-primary generator
in the category of B-rίght modules. Then πAt/Z) UnB. nAU= UnB if and only
if U is a finitely generated and projectίve, where, A=[U, U] and nA (resp. r\B)
is the radical of A (resp. E).

Proof. Let φ(U)=Uτ\B. Then φ is a functor in mod B satisfying I, II
and III. Hence, nAU^UnB by Theorem 7. If nAU=UnB, a function φ'
defined in the proof of Theorem 7 satisfies III. Hence, U is projective and
small. The converse is trivial.

EXAMPLE. We shall show that there exists a generator U such that φ* are
defined in U satisfying the following conditions: U/φ( U) is a finite directsum of
simple object, φ* satisfies I, II and III for all / and φn(U)=Q for some n, how-
ever U is not semi-primary.

Let k be a field and K=k(x). Let A=/k 0\ be a tri-angular matrix ring.
\k k)

Then A is semi-primary with radical π. We define φ(U)= Un in mod A. Put
τ=/ 0 0\. Then x is a right ideal in A. Then [A/x, A/τ]^ ( k 0 \

\k[x] OJ \k(x)/k[x] k[x]J
is not semi-primary. U=A($A/r is the desired generator.

3. Abelian category of commutative diagram

We recall the definition of abelian category of commutative diagram over
abelian categories C, (see [4]).
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Let /=(!, 2, ...,w) be a finite linear ordered set and {£,-},•<=/ a family of
abelian categories. We assume that there are given cokernel preserving func-
tors Tij . Cf-^Cj for i<j. Furthermore, we assume:

(*) There exist natural transformations

ψvy* : T jkTij -> Tik for all i<j<k, and

(**) For any i<j<k<l and V in C{

TU(V)

is commutative.
We call a family of morphism έ/f y i Tf^V^-^-Vj an arrow for
and for all ί</, when the diagrams

are commutative.
We define a commutative diagram [/, C J as follows; Its objects consist of set

{Vi}gei with arrows {ί//y} and morphisms consist of set {(/t )}, e/;/t : Ft -»F/ in

C, such that #yΓ,/Λ)=My.

Lemma 9. L ί̂ Tt y ό^ functors satisfying (**). ΓΛ^w ίAe natural trans-
formation of Tίn_ιinTin _2in -l Tiιi2-*'Tiιin does not depend on any choice of
combination of Tinin_^ •••, T^2.

Proof. We can prove the lemma by using induction on the number of
functors and naturality of ψ>ijk. Namely, every natural transformation is equal

tθ Tin-lin(Tin-2^-l('m9(Ti2^
T^^T^n'

We assume that all C{ have projective class £t . We define a functor 5, : Cf

->[/,Cy by setting Sί(Fί)=(0, -, 0, F,, Γ,,.+1(F,.), -, Tίn(Vf)). Then the
projective objects in [/, C, ] are of the form © (̂P,-) and their retract, where
Pf is 6,-projective for all i, ([4], Prop. 1.2'). If the projective objects in [/, C, ]
are only of the former forms, we call [/, CJ a ^oorf category of commutative
diagram.

Theorem 10. Let C{ be abelian category with projective class 8{. Then
every [/, C, ] with T{j is imbedding in a good category [/, Ct ] with T'i}.

Proof. We shall define new functors Tίi
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γt _ T
-1 ii+ι — J ii+i

T;y=Ty.ιyΓy.ay_1-Γίί+1 for i+Kj.

Then it is clear that Γ/y are cokernel preserving and ty'ijk=ICk and (**) is trivial.
Furthermore, there exist unique natural transformations φfj : Tίj— >Tij- by

Lemma 9. Put C=[I, C, ] with TtJ and £?'=[/, CJ with Γ/y. We define a
function F of C into C" as follows: For F=(Fj with arrows rf, y in C we put

i) with the following arrows d j i

d i+l = dii+l

dlj^dijφtjTlj for i+Kj.

We have to show that d'{j satisfies (***). We have a diagram for i<j<k and

vh.

I is commutative by Lemma 9, II is commutative by naturality of φ and so is
III by (**). Hence, <//y satisfies (***). Define F((/ί))= (/,-) for morphism (/,-)

in C. Then we can similarly show that ί1 is a functor. It is clear that F is an

imbedding functor. Since ψvyA=/CΛ, '̂(Pί)=° ίn (*) of [4L Lemma 3. 7.
Hence, C' is good by [4], Lemma 3. 7.

If every objects in C are projective, C is called a semi-simple category.

Corollary. Let C, όe a semi-simple abelίan category. Then [I, Cf] is imbed-
ding in an abelίan hereditary category, (cf. [3], Theorem 5).

Proof. It is clear from Theorem 10 and [4], Theorem 3. 12.

Finally, we note that if Ct have functor ψt satisfying I, II and III and
Tij(Ψi(Vί})&φ)Tij(Vi} on V=(V{) in [7, C,]. Then

φ(V) = (^(F,), 9>2(F2) W12(F2), .. .

is a functor on [/, C, ] satisfying I, II and III. If φt

m=0 for all t then <p"'"=0.

UNIVERSIDAD DE BUENOS AIRES AND OSAKA CITY UNIVERSITY
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